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Why is the use of personal advertisements in newspapers, magazines and the internet a rapidly increasing phenomenon? Does modern living push people, regardless of their sexuality, to use more commercial means of searching for potential partners? Which are the best options for particular individuals in their search process? This book directly addresses these questions from a straightforward, realistic but generally neglected view by psychologists, sociologists and other personal relationship "professionals". Existing studies and guides to the dating process typically bypass the simple, inescapable and essential features of the way human beings proceed to instigate and assess relationships. The bottom line is that there is a market for potential relationship partners, in which individuals have to function to acquire dates. Like any market there is a supply and demand for the "goods" in question. Economists have studied how markets work in great detail and this book shows how simple economic reasoning can explain many of the characteristics of the market for dating partners, and also suggest strategies for effective participation in this market.
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Romance Trend Report by TREND HUNTER PRO, featuring 84 Romance and Dating. Users search for authentic connections in the online dating world.

Implications - As online dating continues to grow in popularity, users are pushing back against the superficiality of so-called hot-or-not services. Instead, users are transitioning to what they perceive as more authentic romantic platforms that privilege genuine human connections over attractive images alone. Brands that can create authentic connections are able to counter the real-world isolation sometimes felt as a result of consumers living much of their lives online.

Homework Question - How could your brand establish an au